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PRESIDENT'S COMMENTS
This year has seen significant advances in the Oceanic
Engineering Society (OES) as a forum for electro
technology interaction and exchange for the oceanic
engineering community. At this time last year, only a
single local OES chapter had been officially formed.
Today, I am pleased to say we now have five chapters
(Central New England, Halifax Nova Scotia, San Diego,
Seattle and Washington DC) and chapter formation
activities are underway in five additional cities (Houston,
Los Angeles, New Orleans, San Francisco, Southern
Florida and Victoria, B.C.). These local chapters provide a
forum for meeting with other professionals involved in the
various aspects of engineering in the ocean environment.
As such, they provide a grass roots foundation upon which
we can continue to grow in the future.

At this time last year we had only a single technology com
mittee within OES. Today, I am pleased to say, we have
seven committees, including: Current Measurements, Arctic
Instrumentation, Autonomous Underwater Vehicles, Marine
Communications and Navigation, Oceanographic Instrumen
tation and Data Acquisition, Remote Sensing and Under
water Acoustics. We are looking to these committees to be
forums for technical exchange in the various disciplines
that comprise electrotechnical oceanic engineering. The
committees can sponsor specialty workshops, assist in
organizing technical sessions at Oceans and Offshore
Technology Conferences and help put together special
issues of the Journal. Members of the committees can also
assist the associate editors of the Journal in reviewing
papers submitted in their areas of expertise.
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The Journal of Oceanic Engineering has made great strides
during the past year. Using number of pages as a measure,
during 1985, JOE is averaging 115 pages per issue, which
is a 60% increase over the page per issue average for
1984. The 1984 average is in tum a 50% increase over the
average just two years earlier. Special issues of JOE have
appeared during 1985 on: Instrumentation Development for
High Level Nuclear Waste Disposal Beneath the Deep
Ocean Floor, Special Bicentennial Issue and Beamforming,
with one to appear shortly on Advances in Electromagnetic
Remote sensing of the Ocean. Additional special issues are
in process to appear in 1986. Technologies for these range
from Ocean Acoustic Remote Sensing to High Frequency
Radar for Ocean Ice Mapping and Ship Location, from
Manned and Unmanned Underwater Vehicles to Applica
tions of Machine Intelligence for Autonomous Submersible
Vehicles.

involved in if you want to be stimulated and grow
professionally.
This is my last "Comments" to the membership as Presi
dent. I would like to thank those who have served the
Society with distinction during my tenure as President. We
are particularly indebted to those who, along with other
responsibilities, have served on the ADCOM Executive
Committee. Tony Eller has been our Vice President, East,
as well as Co-Chair of the OCEANS'84 Technical Commit
tee and Coordinator of our developing Technology Com
mittees. As if these were not enough, he is the new OES
President and is also Co-Chair of the OCEANS'86
Technical Committee. Lloyd Maudlin has been Vice
President, West, and Senior Past President. He was also on
the Steering Committee for OCEANS'85 and General Vice
Chair of OCEANS'83, and was instrumental in establishing
the OES Chapter in San Diego. Don Bolle was our Junior
Past President and Chair of our Awards Committee. In the
former capacity, he chaired our Nominations Committee.
Ed Early, our Society Treasurer, took on many additional
assignments, including preparing our attractive OES
Membership brochure and, along with Lloyd Maudlin and
Tony Eller, prepared the Comprehensive Guidelines for
OCEANS Conference host city proposals and those for
Conference Committees. Joe Czika, a relative newcomer to
Society activities, has pitched in faithfully as Society
Secretary and, along with Tony Eller, helped establish the
OES Chapter in the Washington, D.C. area.

The Oceanic Engineering Newsletter has also expanded and
improved over the past year. During 1985, the Newsletter
is averaging 24 pages per issue, which is a 50% increase
over the 16 pages per issue average in 1983. News on
chapter formation and technology committee activities
appear regularly, along with technical and/or historical
papers of broad membership interest. If you want an
interesting challenge, try the "Tis a Puzzlement" teasers.
The annual OCEANS Conference continues to attract top
quality papers and pace-setting special speakers. This year's
OCEANS '85 Conference attracted over 700 attendees to
hear the 260 papers in 56 sessions, held in lovely San
Diego. Of particular note this year was the separately
sponsored classified 1985 Military Ocean Engineering Con
ference held in conjunction with OCEANS '85. This
special classified conference augmented the OCEANS Con
ference by allowing state-of-the-art developments with a
classified application to b� considered by those working in
such areas.

Others who have served the Society with distinction include
Stan Ehrlich, who has done an outstanding job as Editor of
our Journal, leading to the growth cited above. The Editor
of our Newsletter, Hal Sabbagh, has labored faithfully for
the past eleven years to see that an interesting and infor
mative Newsletter came out regularly. I also want to
acknowledge Art Westneat for his efforts in coordinating
the establishment of OES Chapters, and Glen Williams for
his labors on behalf of the Offshore Technology Con
ference, first on the Technical Program Committee and
now as our representative on the OTC Executive Commit
tee. Glen is also serving the Society in his new role as
Vice President, East. These, and the many others who have
served the Society as members of the ADCOM, Associate
Editors of the Journal or Newsletter, Chairs of our emerg
ing Chapters and Technology Committees, and in other
ways, have made the Ocean Engineering Society an in
teresting and stimulating forum for professional growth and
enrichment. Thank you, each one.

The other major conference co-sponsored by OES is the
Offshore Technology Conference. After a year of no
industrial exhibits, OTC-85 returned to standard format to
draw some 65,000 attendees. This highly successful Con
ference is held each May in Houston.
Each of the above areas of Society activity is testimony to
the outstanding value of membership in the Oceanic
Engineering Society. Nevertheless, membership statistics
indicate that we need to do a better job in getting the word
out about this value. Society memberships declined by 6%
from 2130 to 2011 members over the past year. This
represents a 25 % drop from the number of subscribers to
JOE in 1982, the year just prior to our transition to society
status. These drops, I believe, are a result of the transient
caused by the transition from Council to Society and are
not indicative of any ill health of the Society. Rather, OES
today is a healthy vigorous society. With active chapters,
technology committees, conferences and publications, OES
is the electrotechnical oceanic engineering forum to become

Finally, thank you for the opportunity to serve you as
President during this period in which we transitioned from
Council to Society. While it has been a lot of work, it has
been challenging, interesting and fun. I am sure I have
grown from this experience and I trust I have contributed
to the growth and stability of the Society.
Stanley G. Chamberlain
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RESULTS OF THE ADCOM ELECTION BA�-·
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As you know, a ballot for the election of _cighf lEEE
Oceanic Engineering S�iet_r ��j�t�tite Committee
members was issued,.en ()"ctQ\'er1<:)�J-,98Y. The ballots
returned have been counted, and the following candidates
have been elected for a three-year term beginning on
January l, 198µ':
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We wish the newly elected AdCom members success and
thank all nominees for their willingness to serve and for
permitting their names to be included on the ballot.
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OCEANS '85 was held November 11-14, 1985 in San
Diego, CA. The meeting was sponsored by IEEE OES and
the Marine Technology Society. The conference had more
than 800 registrants and 117 exhibitors. There were 57 ses
sions and 264 papers which dealt with essentially every
aspect of Ocean Engineering.
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Erich Bloch, the Director of the National Science Found,
tion, was the Keynote Luncheon Speaker. He discussed t
importance of our Nation's science and engineering base
our ability to compete in a global environment. He outli1
our current position and discussed possible actions for th
future. His recommendations include: Reallocation of
resources to support basic research and the universities;
strengthening multidisciplinary research through the
establishment of basic science and technology centers; rr
cooperation between industry and academia; and leverag
the federal budget to do as much as possible.

The technical sessions were preceded by nine tutorials
which ranged from the basic principles of microprocessors
to polar research.
The opening Plenary Session chaired by Professor William
A. Nierenberg, Director of UCSD's Scripps Institution of
Oceanography, consisted of a distinguished panel of experts
who discussed the conference theme • 'Ocean Engineering
and the Environment.'' The panel members and their areas
of (expertise) are: Dr. John Flipse (Ocean Mining 1985),
R. Curtis Crooke (Offshore Oil and Gas Technology
Assessment), Dr. Tudor Davies (Ocean Waste Disposal),
Dr. Douglas Inman (Damming Rivers Leads to Beach
Erosion), Harold Yates (Remote Sensing), and Michael
Fischer (Environmental Concerns).

At the Awards Luncheon Dr. Stanley Chamberlain, Prer
dent of the Oceanic Engineering Society, presented the
society's annual awards. Dr. William A. Nierenberg, th
Director of the Scripps Institution of Oceanography,
received the Distinguished Technical Achievement awar,
and Joseph R. Vadus of the National Oceanic and At
mospheric Administration, the Distinguished Service aw
Our sincere congratulations to these two outstanding
individuals for their numerous important contributions.
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BASIC RESEARCH AND ECONOMIC HEALTH:
THE CHALLENGE IN THE OCEANS
MR. ERICH BLOCH
DIRECTOR, NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION
KEYNOTE LUNCHEON ADDRESS
OCEANS 85
SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 12, 1985

• Prime Minister Yasuhiro Nakasone of Japan said that,
also last June.
• 'No nation depends as much as we do on the Science
base."
• Ronald Regan said that, last February.

Thank you for the introduction, and good afternoon.

These three quotes illustrate a consensus about the impor
tance of Science and Technology in a modem society.

It is especially a pleasure to have an opportunity to address
a conference such as this one, which combines so
thoroughly the interests of both industry and academia, the
interests of Science and Engineering, and the interests of
the various disciplines. One of the most important trends of
the past few years has been a move towards greater
cooperation among all these sectors. I can't think of
anything that is more important, in Ocean affairs as in
other areas. It is one of the central themes of everything
that we are trying to do these days_as NSF.

Let me put that differently: "in a competitive society."
We depend on what we call the Science and Engineering
base - the collection of people, institutions, equipment and
facilities that enable us to do fundamental research in the
Sciences and in Engineering - for economic progress.
This dependence is real. And, as those three quotes il
lustrate, it is recognized all around the world. So it is sur
prising that the United States is still not doing as well as it
should at talcing care of the Science and Engineering base.

My remarks today are directed at what I take to be a
serious national problem: the need to mobilize the scientific
and technological capability of the nation to meet the
economic challenge of international competition. It is a
problem in almost all areas, not just in Ocean affairs.

• We aren't training enough young scientists and
engineers.
• We aren't investing sufficiently in research equipment
and facilities.

These are indeed difficult days in Washington. Someone
recently described the mood in Congress by observing that
if the Ten Commandments were introduced as new legisla
tion the result would be political stalemate. And if Noah
were requesting funding for the Ark, the appropriation
would be reduced and he would be asked to set priorities
among the species!

• We aren't supporting adequately the activities of our
basic researchers.
The failure to support the Science and Engineering base is
related to our economic problems. The connection between
the two is the subject of my talk today.

• And if he had had to work under Gramm-Rudman he
would have had to reduce the sample size of each
species!

THE IMPORTANCE OF SCIENCE AND
TECHNOLOGY TO THE ECONOMY:

That's about the way things have been going with NSF's
budget. But we hope to be able to save the Ocean scientists
and engineers, and keep the ships afloat!

I don't think I have to say much to convince this audience
of the economic importance of fundamental research. But
let me just summarize a few basic points:

Let me begin my more serious remarks with three t,rief
quotes:

• Since World War II, new technology has been responsi
ble for nearly half of all productivity gains: far more
than those due to more capital, better education, better
resource allocation, or economies of scale. This is now
a well established finding.

"The party views scientific and technical progress as the
main lever for the solution of all economic and social
issues."
• Mikhail Gorbachev said that last June.

• We can't be economically competitive without high pro
ductivity. It should worry us that our productivity record
over the ten years up to 1983 was substantially worse
than that of our major competitors. They did five to
nine times as well as we did during this period.

"Science and Technology have emerged as a universal
language for humankind."
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(corllinued on page 8)

SCENES FROM SAN DIEGO
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OES AdCom members attending the President's Awards Luncheon (L to
R) Lloyd Breswu, Stanley L. Ehrlich, Bob Cassis and An Westneat.
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NSF Director Erich Bloch was the Keynote
Luncheon Speaker.
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Victor C. Anderson, General Chairman
OCEANS '85.
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Dr. ana Mrs. Glen Williams at the President's Awards Luncheon. Gle1
the Vice-President - East Coast - for OES.
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(L to R) Mr. Joseph Vadus (at the lectern), Dr. Stanley Chamberlain, President of OES, Dr. Donald Balle, OES Awards Chair
man, Dr. William A. Nierenberg, recipient of the Distinguished Technical Achievement Award, Mr. Uoyd Maudlin, Vice-President
OES West Coast.

Distinguished panel of experts at the OCEANS '85 Plenary Session (L to R) Michael Fischer, Dr. Douglas Inman, R. Curtis
Crooke, Professer William A. Nierenberg, Dr. Tudor Davies, Harold Yates, and Dr. John Flipse.

OES President Dr. Stanley Chamberlain presents the
Distinguished Service Award to Joseph R. Vadus.

OES President Dr. Stanley Owmber/ain presents the Distinguished
Technical Achievement Award to Dr. William A. Nierenberg.
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(continued from page 5)
• Markets for nearly all manufactures are now global in
scope. In high-technology products the markets are
driven by product innovation. The company with the
best product is the one that will succeed. There are
many items of Ocean-related technology that illustrate
this.

• There has been a decline in Engineering PHD's since
the early l 970's, although the figures have improved
somewhat in the last few years. Also, since 1981, more
than half of all PHD Degrees in Engineering in the
United States have been awarded to foreign students.
The figures for Math and Physics - the core disciplines
of a technological society - are not much different.

• Global markets for low-technology products are driven
by price. That's a function of capital costs, labor costs,
and exchange rates - all areas in which the United
States is at a disadvantage. But price is also, important
ly, a function of process innovation. High technology
concepts can be applied to the manufacturing process to
drive down costs.

• Between 1980 and 1983. Full-time graduate enrollment
in Science and Engineering rose six percent overall. But
enrollments of U.S. citizens rose only one percent,
while foreign student enrollment rose 23 percent. Thus
foreign students accounted for 85 percent of the total
growth in this period.

• In both high and low-technology products, success in the
global market means creating and applying new
knowledge - which is to say new technology - faster
than one's competitors. This is a fundamental law in this
competitive world.

• This trend suggests a growing dependence on foreign
citizens for our research and teaching needs. While
many of these people are of very high quality, we
should not allow ourselves to become dependent on a
resource which may not be under our control.

• For whatever reason, our record in competing has not
been very good recently. Our trade balance has
deteriorated badly in the past few years. The record is
worst in the older industrial areas, but even in the high
technology areas we are slipping into deficit.

• A recent article in SEA Technology prepared by the
Deans of several of the major oceanographic institutions
reviewed the situation in the Marine Science disciplines.
In all of these disciplines, as this chart shows. The trend
has been one of slow decline for at least a decade now.
This is simply not consistent with the need to exploit the
Oceans for economic, national defense, and natural
resource purposes.

• We are vulnerable in these industries partly because we
have been slow to automate production. We have only to
compare the rate of adoption of robots in Japan and the
United States to get an idea of the dimension of the
problem.

There is no way to establish conclusively the numbers of
technically trained people that a modem society needs. It
won't do to try to look at the numbers required for specifi,
jobs, because we are always finding new ways to use peo
ple with technical skills. But the society is getting more not less - dependent on technology. We should be trainin
more - not fewer - technical people.

THE HEALTH OF THE SCIENCE AND ENGINEER
ING BASE: EDUCATION:
I think that I have said enough to give you some sense of
the economic problem. But what of the Science and
Engineering base that I claim is so important? The Nobel
Prizes were announced recently, and once again, the United
States did well. We should take pride in the fact that our
system continues to produce such successes. But unfor
tunately the Nobels are a better measure of the success of
past policies than they are an indicator of the future.

• But the actual situation has been one of decline in the
proportion of each age cohort achieving th higher educi
tional levels. The peaks were reached in the early to
mid-seventies, and the trends have been down since
then.
I am talking mainly about quantity in making these points
because that is a lot easier to measure than quality. But ,,,.
can - and I think we do, to some extent - make up for
Jack of quantity by stressing excellence in everything we
do. In a time of tight resources that is a saving grace, bu
it may not be enough by itself.

We won't do well in Science and Engineering in the future
if we don't continually train the people that we need. But
recent data suggest that we are not doing this well enough:
• Science and Engineering BS Degrees have been relative
ly constant over the last ten years. Although the 22 year
old population has been increasing. Now we are entering
a period in which the 22 year old cohorts will decrease
in size. Unless we attract a larger fraction of these
young people to Science and Engineering, we will be
faced with declining numbers of people with technical
training.

THE HEALTH OF THE SCIENCE AND ENGINEER
ING BASE: RESEARCH INPUTS:
As with educational levels, there is no way to establish o
jectively the "right" level of spending on R&D. The
economists can give us a theoretical answer, but it doesn
help in practice.
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THE HEALTH OF THE SCIENCE AND ENGINEER
ING BASE: RESEARCH OUTPUTS:

But just as we did with educational data, we can look at
trends. We can look at ourselves over time, and compare
ourselves with other industrial nations.

The National Science Board has been concerned for some
time with developing indicators of the output of the R&D
Enterprise. This is not an easy task, because the real output
of Science and Engineering is important new insights and we have no direct way to measure or count these.

If we do that we again see some interesting, and perhaps
disturbing, facts:
• This slide shows the proportion of our gross national
product that we spend on R&D. What is interesting is
that the shape of our curve is so different from that of
our competitors. We can't argue that our current level is
not "right", but the comparison indicates the relative
emphasis that our trading partners are putting on R&D.

Let me review a few items that can serve as barometers.
Again, it is the trends that are interesting:
• The U.S. share of world scientific and technical
literature declined in most fields between 1971 and
1982. The most striking declines were in Mathematics
(-23%); Physics (-18%); and Biology (-17%).

• This figure shows the trend over the last ten years in the
Marine Sciences. The total shows almost no change
from 1979 to the present, but a significant shift from
civilian to military-supported programs.

• One may ask, so what? It is natural that the U.S. share
should decline when the research efforts of the rest of
the world are increasing. But it turns out that the cita
tion ratios - the extent that U.S. literature is cited in
proportion to its volume - are also declining. The most
striking declines are in Engineering, Mathematics, and
Biology. That speaks to quality: the quality of research
in competing nations is improving relative to ours.

• That shift from civilian to military programs raises
another important point. If we remove the defense
oriented work from the R&D figures, then our civilian
R&D level is below that of both West Germany and
Japan.
• The division of the federal R&D effort between the
civilian and defense sectors is changing in an important
way. In the sixties the civilian effort rose rapidly, and
then for about fifteen years there was a rough parity
between civilian and military efforts. In the last five
years the balance has shifted strongly towards the
defense side again. At present only a little more than a
quarter of the federal R&D effort goes into civilian
research.

• And we find that the rate at which U.S. residents apply
for patents in foreign countries - a measure of how ag
gressive we are at commercializing our ideas abroad has also been declining. On this measure only the
Japanese have been advancing steadily, but notice how
much they have closed the gap with us in the last fifteen
years.
I have reviewed these statistics in order to paint a picture
of how things are at the present. In summary, the picture is
fairly simple:

It may be that the balance between military and civilian
research is not that important. The strategic defense in
itiative, for instance, is clearly focussed on the most basic
sciences and the most advanced technologies, and that
should result in a significant payoff for the economy.

• In an increasingly competitive world, we can't take our
continuing leadership for granted. The challenge for
commercial markets is most obvious, but we also face a
research competition for ideas.

But it is also true that outside of SDI and DARPA most of
the military effort is focussed on fairly short range
development efforts. For a decade or two after World War
II military research sought technologies that were important
to the civilian world also: especially computers, semicon
ductors, and nuclear power. But as a rule, that is no longer
the case. In computers and semiconductors today, for in
stance, it is the civilian side that is leading.

• In both cases, we have to do better at exploiting our
natural advantage in technology.
• That is the bad news. The good news is that there is
much stirring in government, in the universities, and in
industry to rectify the situation.

SCIENCE POLICY AND SCIENCE ORGANIZATION
SINCE WORLD WAR II:

• This conclusion is consistent with the fact that, as the
lower curve on this figure shows, the proportion of
military R&D funding that is devoted to basic research
has been declining ever since the enactment of the
Mansfield Amendment in 1971.

There are three basic reasons for the Federal Government
to support research and development, and the education
that goes with it:

• And as this slide shows, the increases in recent years in
Marine Science funding have been almost entirely in
DOD.

• First, we support a certain amount of basic Science for
its intrinsic value. Research on the origins of the
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universe of a humankind fall into this category. No
direct economic payoff is expected.

The fourth period of post-war science policy began about
1980. Starting with the Reagan Administration there was an
increased recognition of the need to support the science and
engineering base.

• Secondly, the government itself need new knowledge
and new technology in order to carry out specific mis
sions such as defense. This is the largest part of the
government's effort.

• In the past few years a better definition of the ap
propriate roles of government and industry has been
achieved, with the result that federal support of develop
ment in the non-defense area has been cut substantially,
and basic research support has been increased.

• Thirdly, the nation's economic well-being requires
research investments which are impossible for anyone
but the government to make.

• This chart shows the way non-defense support has been
shifted towards basic research. Yet succh is the
dominance of defense R&D in the federal effort that
overall, the proportion of basic research has declined
slightly in the last two years.

Any piece of research may serve more than one of these
goals, but the three are conceptually quite distinct. They
need to be kept in mind when thinking about the way the
Federal Government goes about supporting R&D.
Federal Science and Technology Policy has gone through
four distinct phases since the World War II. The first
lasted until 1957, and was characterized by reliance on the
mission agencies for most R&D support. In the Physical
Sciences the key agencies were the Defense Department
and the Atomic Energy Commission. They supported
research because it served their missions, but the system
worked fairly well for the country as a whole as long as
the technologies they sought were important to the in
dustrial sector as well.

WHAT IS TO BE DONE?
We now have a clear recognition of what the federal
government should do. We understand the three goals of
federal R&D support. The system serves the goals of in
trinsic value, and of support of government missions, quite
well. But we don't yet have the mechanisms in place to
serve the goal of economic competitiveness well.
To serve that third goal, we need a major shift of resources
towards basic research and the nation's universities. The
universities have always attracted the best minds. They
combine research and education in a way that is impossible
in other settings. That is important because we must have
education programs to provide researchers, and we car.not
have effective advanced education in Science and Engineer
ing without having students directly involved in research.

The second period followed the launching of Sputnik in
1957. This was a major shock, and it revealed weaknesses
in the Science and Engineering base that needed attention.
Th� result was a major increase in support for the nataion's
universities and colleges. For a time, the Federal Gvoern
ment in this period accepted responsibility for the base, and
the goal of economic commpetitiveness was reasonably well
served.

The funding should come from a reallocation from applied
research and development accounts, without any overall in
crease in the federal budget. Something like a 2 % reduc
tion in those accounts would make $1 billion available for
the purpose, and the result would be an overwhelming im
provement in our overall rate of technological progress.

But after 1968 the momentum of Sputnik was spent. The
focus of government in this third period was on social pro
blems: housing, energy, crime. Research was directed
toward these efforts, with little concern for the Science and
Engineering base that is required for economic com
petitiveness. This was the heyday of "relevance," which
was institutionalized in the Mansfield Amendment and the
Department of Energy.

We should do this notwithstanding the current budget
pressures and Gramm-Rudman. No new federal dollars are
required; we simply have to spend the dollars that we have
in a more effective way. I hope that you will help in get
ting this accomplished.

• The effects of these periods on funding for the Science
and Engineering base can be seen clearly in this chart.
Funding increased rapidly between 1957 and 1968, and
leveled off thereafter.

The way we apply new resources in the universities is also
important. Last year the National Science Foundation made
six awards in a new kind of effort: the Engineering
Research Centers. Each center focuses on an important
area of engineering, and each brings together researchers
from different disciplines and from both academia and in
dustry. The problems they have chosen - in such fields as
telecommunications, biotechnology, robotic systems, ad
vanced materials, and manufacturing systems research -

• Investment in the equipment and facilities necessary for
research declined markedly after 1968. To a large ex
tent, increases in support for research in this period
were made possible by reductions in such investment.
We are now seeing the results of this practice in very
heavy demand for new investment in facilities and
equipment.
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are both intellectually exciting and of potentially great
economic importance.

handful. And the idea need not be limited to engineering:
many areas of science could benefit from the same
approach.

These centers will be successful because they meet a real
need with a genuinely innovative approach. They bring
together various disciplines to address important problems
in the real world. In so doing they also institute change in
the universities, reducing their organizational dependence
on a disciplinary structure that is, for some purposes, no
longer ideal.

We had several proposals for Engineering Research Centers
dealing with Marine Science and Engineering topics. We
would have funded two of them if our overall funding
situation had made it possible. This clearly is a fruitful area
for industry and government to work together.
We ought to move ahead with a major effort to fund an ef
fort of this sort. Call them Basic Science and Technology
Centers, because what they would do is basic research, but
with the eventual aim of creating the technology that the
nation needs.

The centers also bring together industry and academic
researchers, with beneficial effects for both. The academic
people gain the perspective that comes from working on
problems of genuine economic consequence. And, with in
dustry support, they gain access to research equipment that
few univer�ities can provide. The industry people also gain,
with access to the most creative minds among the faculty
and graduate students, and through contact with disciplines
that can provide fresh perspectives.

Like the Engineering Research Centers, Basic Science and
Technology Centers should be multidisciplinary, because it
is at the intersection between the disciplines that one finds
the most exciting work. They also have to be inter
disciplinary because that is the way that industry works: the
problems they have to deal with are almost always inter
disciplinary in character.

The Foundation began with six centers, but we had 140
proposals. We have another 100 proposals in this year's
competition, although we will be able to support only a

SUMMARY OF THE OCEANS '85
ADMINISTRATIVE COMMITTEE MEETING
Joseph Czika

Oceanic Engineering Society President Stan Chamberlain
chaired the Oceans meeting of the Administrative Commit
tee (Ad Com), the Society's governing body. Twenty-five
Ad Com members were present including Eric Herz, the
IEEE General Manager. Chamberlain lauded the past year's
achievements and announced a drive to increase the
Society's membership.

Newsletter Editor Hal Sabbagh reported that the circulation
is nearly 7,000 readers. He issued an appeal for more
articles, especially of a technical, historical, or personal
reminiscence nature. He suggested that the newsletter can
be used as an effective tool in the Society's membership
drive.
West Coast VP Lloyd Maudlin reported that Oceans '85 is
a success with nearly 260 papers, 117 exhibitors, and an
expected attendance of about 800. Chamberlain was
directed to express the Society's thanks to the Oceans '85
conference committee, especially Charlie Bishop.

Treasurer Ed Early reported that the Society is financially
healthy. The Society's budget of nearly $184k for 1986
was approved after discussion resulting in increases for
membership and chapter development.
Editor Stan Ehrlich reported that the Journal of Oceanic
Engineering is healthy, with the projected 1986 count at
400 pages. Cal Swift is retiring as Associate Editor at the
end of 1985. Art Baggeroer and Gary Brown have both ac
cepted another three-year appointment as Associate Editors.
The appointment of Giorgio Tacconi as General Associate
Editor for Western Europe was confirmed by Ad Com
vote. Ehrlich encouraged the identification of topics and
editors for future special Journal issues.

East Coast VP and President-Elect (see below) Tony Eller
reported that Oceans '86 planning is on track. The Oceans
.'86 chairman is Gil Maton. The National Geographic
Society has pledged special support. Oceans '86 will be
held on September 23-25, 1986, at the Washington
Sheraton Hotel.
Chamberlain reported that the Oceans Committee, com
posed of the officers of the Oceanic Engineering Society
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and the Marine Technology Society, approved the
preliminary budget for Oceans '87 to be held at Halifax,
Nova Scotia, in September, 1987. He also reported that the
committee has chosen Seattle to be the site of Oceans '89.
Oceans '88, by prior agreement, will be sited in the
Washington-Baltimore area.

OES President and Glen Williams as OES East Coast Vice
President. The Ad Com elected the nominees to the respec
tive office by voice vote. Their two-year terms will com
mence January 1, 1986.
Eller reported that new chairmen are required for several
of the technology committees. Volunteers are encouraged.
Bill Woodward announced the Third Working Conference
of the Current Technology Committee to be held on
January 22-24, 1986, at Hilton Head, S.C.

Glen Williams, OES representative to the Offshore
Technology Conference (OTC) and East Coast VP Elect
(see below), reported that about 200 papers have been
chosen for the annual OTC at Houston in May.

It was moved, seconded, and passed that a Military
Systems Technology Committee be established.
Chamberlain was appointed chairman with a charge to
define at the next Ad Com meeting the committee's charter
and planned mode of operations.

Art Westneat, Chapter Development Chairman, reported
local chapter activities are being conducted at 12 cities.
Organized and functioning chapters (with chairperson) in
clude New England (Mike Serotta), San Diego (Ken
Kalbfell), Halifax (Ferial El-Hawary), and Seattle (Ted
Heindsmann). Eric Herz approved the recently petitioned
chapter at Washington, D.C. Significant organizational
activities are going on in San Francisco, Miami, Houston,
and Los Angeles.

The meeting was adjourned at 12:25 a.m. with the an
nouncement of the next Ad Com meeting at Houston
(OTC) on 6 May 1986.

Don Bolle, junior past president and chairman of the
m
Nominations Comittee
placed in nomination Tony Eller as

LATE ST DEVELOPMENTS IN OCEAN MINING:
A POTENTIAL FOR NEW CONFLICT
(Reprinted from the OCEANS '85 Conference Record)
V. V. Zdoroveoin
United Nations*
US and the USSR for legal and political confrontation ovc
their respective claims in the Pacific. Pressure from the l
ocean mining industry, which needs Government-sponsort
political risk insurance, and from some strategists who
point out the lack of domestic resources of strategic
minerals found in manganese nodules, may compel the U
Government to involve itself in a new type of political
conflict.

ABSTRACT
Two opposing trends in the development of an international
regime for ocean mining are now evident. The UN Con
ference on the Law of the Sea created a Preparatory Com
mission which was assigned the task of developing rules
and regulations for ocean mining. On the other hand, the
US and seven other States are trying to establish a separate
international ocean mining regime. Recently, they adopted
the "Provisional Understanding Regarding Deep-Sea Mat
ters" (PU), which was criticized by many members of the
Preparatory Commission as an attempt to circumvent the
LOS Convention. The USSR and other socialist States
took, in political terms, a strongly negative stand toward
the PU. Now that the process of resolving overlapping
claims for mine sites among the LOS Convention
signatories is in progress, it becomes evident that should
the overlaps be resolved, this will inevitably single out the
• The views expressed herein are those of the author and do not
necessarily reflect the views of the United Nations.

BACKGROUND
Economic assessments indicate that in the early 80's the
capital investments of the U.S. and other western com
panies in research and development (R and D) and ex
ploitation in manganese nodule mining technology have
sharply decreased after having reached their maximum i
1979.1. S. 14. IS. 18
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Approximately at the same time in the period 1978-1979,
active development of national ocean mining legislation was
initiated in the United States. Industry lobbied in the U.S.
Congress for the adoption of such legislation for two main
reasons. First, it needed a national legislative framework
within which it could operate in the United States. Second,
it wanted a basis for future international legal guarantees.
These could only be provided by other States if and when
such States adopt mutually recognized national laws
governing ocean mining.

U.S. who, along with France, the Federal Republic of Ger
many and the United Kingdom, tried to forge a so-called
"mini-treaty", an agreement which even before it reached
the stage of conclusion, had been sharply criticized by par
ties to the Law of the Sea Treaty for its alleged conflict
with the Law of the Sea Convention. Then, the idea of a
"mini-treaty" evolved into the more neutral idea of the
"reciprocating States agreement" when Japan was brought
into the process. As some observers note, the efforts on the
part of France and Japan, who signed the Convention and
did not want to appear to be in an obvious contradiction
with it, played a significant role in the adoption of the
aforementioned PU, an agreement far more subdued when
compared to the initially designed schemes. 13• 14

Such laws were adopted in the United States and in other
western industrialized States, and then in the USSR, at the
beginning of the l980's, even before the completion of the
United Nations Conference on the Law of the Sea. During
the same period, expenditures of the multinational consortia
for R and D and exploitation started to decline quickly, and
these trends increased with the adoption of the United Na
tions Convention on the Law of the Sea. In his report to
the U.S. Congress, the U.S. Comptroller General stated in
1982 that the budgets of consortia for ocean mining had
been slashed by 75 per cent. 12 As an example, one consor
tium was mentioned as having cut its expenditures from ap
proximately $25 million a year to $5 million, another,
which had spent $50 million total, had cut expenditures to
zero. As the main reason for this decrease in investments,
the American economists cite the lack of incentives for
U.S. private industry which would not receive sufficient
profits for manganese nodules mining in the foreseeable
future in the generally depressed conditions of the world
metal market. U.S. businessmen feel that activity as risky
as ocean mining should have rates of return as high as 30
per cent whereas economic calculations give only estimates
from basic 6 to 7 per cent to as much as 9 to 12 per cent,
or as little as 3 to 4 per cent. 2• 3·• 4• 11 The legal-political
climate created by the adoption of the Law of the Sea Con
vention further narrowed the chances that U.S. private in
dustry would proceed. with ocean mining due to the
political risks and the associated economic and legal uncer
tainties which may result from acting outside and contrary
to the Convention. 5• 19 Having found themselves in this un
favourable situation, U.S. companies directed their attention
and money toward the development of legislation which
would govern possible ocean mining in the future. 1 Com
pared to money spent on R and D and exploitation, their
expenditures in trying to influence the legislative process
are now hundreds or even thousands times less.

The signing of the PU took place in Geneva, just before
the opening of a session of the Preparatory Commission for
the International Sea-Bed Authority and the International
Tribunal for the Law of the Sea (Preparatory Commission),
which also met in Geneva from 13 August to 5 September
l984. Although the PU stipulated that it was non
prejudicial to any party's position on the Law of the Sea
Convention, the agreement provoked critical reactions from
many members of the Preparatory Commission. The
developing nations' Group of 77 (G-77) stated that the Law
of the Sea Convention established the International Sea-Bed
Authority as "the only competent body to manage the deep
sea-bed and authorize activities for exploration and ex
ploitation therein", and that the Provisional Understanding
"goes beyond the resolution of conflicts arising from
overlapping claims, by including provisions regarding ex
ploration and exploitation of the sea-bed resources, outside
the LOS Convention". The Group "rejects the PU as a
basis for creating legal rights and regards it as wholly
illegal''.
The Group of East European Socialist Countries supported
the G-77 statement and called the agreement a mini-treaty
attempting ''to establish a regime for the exploitation of the
resources of the international sea-bed area that is complete
ly contradictory to the UN Convention on the Law of the
Sea". They claimed that "it seeks to substitute, for the
rules, regulations and procedures for activities in the area
that have been elaborated in detail in the LOS Convention
and are to be rendered more specific by the Preparatory
Commission, its own 'standards' permitting western consor
tia to act without control in exploring and exploiting the
resources of the deep sea-bed".

RECENT DEVELOPMENTS

On 14 September 1984, following the meeting of the
Preparatory Commission, the Soviet Union issued a
separate statement against the PU which it called a
''challenge to the entire international community", rejected
it as "illegal and unlawful" and warned that it would not
take its provisions into consideration.

This process is taking place on a national as well as at in
ternational levels. On 3 August 1984, eight western in
dustrialized States (Belgium, Great Britain, Italy, the
Netherlands, France, the Federal Republic of Germany,
Japan and the United States) signed the so-called "Provi
sional Understanding regarding deep-sea matters" (PU), to
avoid mine site conflicts in the issuance of national
authorizations to explore and exploit the international sea
bed area. This agreement appeared to be a result of a long
process of negotiations that was initiated in 1982 by the

The adoption of the PU had been preceded by a series of
international negotiations at which the appropriate resulting
agreements were concluded by the representatives of the
national ocean minirig corporations of France and Japan
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and multinational consortia which comprised the companies
and corporations of the US, the UK, the Federal Republic
of Germany, the Netherlands, Italy, Belgium and Canada.
As is now known, at these meetings the industry delegates
negotiated and resolved their claims to mine sites in the
Pacific Ocean between the Clarion and Clipperton fracture
zones. Two resulting agreements were reached, one in May
I 983, and another, after the Japanese joined the negotia
tions, in December 1983. Those participating in them were
the French corporation Association Francaise pour l 'Etude
et la Recherche des Nodules (AFERNOD), the Japanese
corporation Deep Ocean Resource Development Company
(DORDCO), and the consortia Kennecot Consortium
(KCON), Ocean Mining Associates (OMA - Deep-Sea
Ventures), Ocean Minerals Company (OMCO-Lockheed)
and Ocean Management, Inc. (OMI - Sedco).

In fact, France and Japan did not need to know these co
ordinates since they had already learned this information
when they had resolved all overlaps with multinational con
sortia by December 1983, and India did not need to know
them either since its claim is in the Indian Ocean. It was
the Soviet Union, which is known to have claims in the
same region as the PU participants, who might have had a
real interest in learning as to where U.S. claims were
applied.
According to guidelines prepared by the Preparatory Com
mission, those applicants who discovered that they had con
flicting claims following the exchange of mine site co
ordinates on 17 December 1984, were to meet no later than
11 January 1985, in order to commence negotiations to
resolve overlaps. These negotiations were to be completed
by 4 March 1985. As was noted at the last session of the
Preparatory Commission held in Kingston, Jamaica, from
11 March to 4 April 1985, some progress was achieved by
the negotiating parties in their efforts to resolve over
lapping claims, although a final solution had not yet been
reached.

Upon conclusion of the agreements, the consortia, which
are registered in the United States, filed amendments to
their initial applications that they had made with the US
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA)
in 1982 in accordance with the 1980 Deep Sea-Bed Hard
Mineral Resources Act. As a result, the total number of
proposed US-licensed sites has been reduced from l O to 5
that corresponded to a 42 to 50 per cent area reduction.'
Subsequently, in April 1984, NOAA certified these four
consortia to receive the first deep sea-bed exploration
licenses for sites they claimed in the international sea-bed
area.

DISCUSSION

The results of this process will have particular significance
because if and when the possible overlaps of the claims of
the USSR, France and Japan are resolved, it will inevitably
single out the consortia with U.S. participation and the
USSR for possible conflict over their sites with no mutually
accepted method for resolving such conflicts. Taking into
account the negative attitude of a political nature adopted
by the Soviet Union and the East European Socialist States
toward the efforts of the United States and its allies to
establish an international ocean mining regime outside the
Law of the Sea Convention, one may justifiably assume
that the conflict over ocean mining clearly has political
connotations. The potential for conflicts in ocean mining
was noted during the general debate at the 39th session of
the General Assembly, when the delegate from the Philip
pines pointed out that the present situation with regard to
the mining of polymetallic nodules could lead to
"dangerous confrontations".

After those licenses had been issued to the consortia, the
Sov_iet Union sharply criticised this act in the TASS' state
ment of 5 June 1985 as an effort of the US Administration
to implement the PU. It said that ''the granting of
licenses . . . is illegitimate and runs counter to the will and
interests of the overwhelming majority of States". In con
nection with the issuance of the licenses the Soviet Union
reaffirmed its previously expressed negative stand on "the
arbitrary actions of the US Administration on questions of
the international area of sea-bed'', and declared that it did
not intend to reckon with them.
Until not long ago, the precise location of the sites claimed
by the consortia was kept secret. However, during
November and December 1984, the co-ordinates of the
sites of all four consortia were published by NOAA in the
United States Federal Register after these groups had for
mally withdrawn their request for confidential treatment
of this information and requested NOAA to make it
public. s. 9• IO As with the signing of the PU, the time for
publication was chosen to be just before a session of the
Law of the Sea Treaty ·parties. This iime it was the Geneva
meeting of 17 December 1984, where an exchange of mine
site co-ordinates was to take place in order to ascertain
whether any overlaps existed between the claims of pioneer
investors from signatories to the Law of the Sea Conven
tion. Participating in the meeting were France, India, Japan
and the Soviet Union. Not being able to formally attend
this event, the United States nevertheless made its claims
known to the participants.

According to the U.S. Deep Sea-Bed Hard Mineral
Resources Act of 1980, the commercial mining of
manganese nodules by U.S. citizens cannot commence
before 1 January 1988. The economic assessments cited
earlier, push this starting point even further - surely
beyond the end of the 20th century. However, one must
not overlook the possibility of a financial and legal in
tervention by the U.S. Federal Government on behalf of
the American mining companies. Calls from industry for
such help are not yet unanimous but some industry
representatives recently argued that ocean mining probably
cannot be done under venture capital anywhere in the
world and that "'at a minimum, government sponsored
political risk insurance should be made available." 19 Some
others stated that the 1980 Act will not provide adequate
protection for the U.S. mining industry if a non14

